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Abstract
Selective excitation of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) from the benzene solution is experimentally demonstrated by
shaping femtosecond laser pulses based on genetic algorithm. Second harmonic generation frequency-resolved optical gating (SHGFROG) technique is adopted to characterize the original and optimal laser pulses, and the mechanisms for the coherently selective excitation of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) is discussed. The results show that two-pulse coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) has good signal-to-background ratio and high sensitivity, and it has attractive potential applications in the complicated
molecular system, such as biomolecules and materials.
Ó 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) has
been used as the most common nonlinear spectroscopy.
CARS is a four-wave mixing process, which involves a
pump photon xp, a Stokes photon xs, a probe photon
xpr (usually xp = xpr) and a signal photon xc (xc = xp 
xs + xpr or xc = 2xp  xs) (as shown in the inset of
Fig. 1). When the energy diﬀerence xp  xs is equal to
the vibrational level of the medium (XR), CARS signal will
be resonantly enhanced. So, CARS has evolved as a versatile alternative for spontaneous Raman scattering due to its
decisive advantages of high collection eﬃciency, high spectral and spatial and temporal resolution, and insensitivity
against ﬂuorescence or luminescence background. However, femtosecond CARS technique has two major drawbacks: one is the existence of a strong non-resonant
background from electronic nonlinear contributions, and
another is low selectivity among neighboring energy levels
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due to the large bandwidth of the femtosecond pulses.
While the former problem can be reduced using the complex polarization arrangement of three exciting beams
[1,2], the latter can be solved only by coherent control [3–
8].
Coherent control can manipulate the process dynamics
at various stages under the eﬀect of the coherent sources
[9]. Broadband femtosecond laser pulses can simultaneously excite many excited states, and their manipulation
will lead to the interesting results. Based on broadband
femtosecond pulse shaping, coherent control can manipulate the light-matter interaction through diﬀerent quantum
interference pathways, and thus the desirable outcomes can
be achieved [10–13]. As to the complicated quantum system, it is diﬃcult to acquire the detail information of the
quantum system, and the resulting laser ﬁeld is often quite
complicated and even impossible to be realized in the laboratory under the present technology. Recently, the successful emergence of a feedback-loop control technique
develops an eﬃcient method to optimize the light-matter
interaction dynamics without any prior knowledge of the
quantum system, and it has been successful applied into
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram for experimental set-up (BS, beam-splitter;
VD, variable delay line); Inset 1 is the schematic diagram for the CARS
process; Inset 2 is the schematic diagram of 4 f pulse shaper composed of
two grating (G1 and G2), spatial light modulator (SLM) and two con-focal
concave mirrors (M1 and M2).

pulse compression [14,15], two photon transitions [16], high
harmonic generation [17], chemical dissociation [18], stimulated Raman scattering [3]. The key for the feedback-loop
technique is the evolutionary algorithm [19,20]. Genetic
algorithm (GA) is one of the most important evolutionary
algorithms, which is a probabilistic search algorithm
inspired by the mechanisms of natural selection with many
advantages. The derivatives of the objective functions and
their related information are not necessary in the whole
optimization process. Its intelligence can organize the
whole searching process with the information obtained in
the evolution, and its parallelism has adequacy for largescale evolution computation and capacity for searching
several regions in the solution space at the same time.
Recently, femtosecond pulse shaping has been widely
applied to investigate the coherent Raman processes. The
broadband femtosecond laser pulses can be in favor for
obtaining a broadband Raman spectrum. The selective
excitation of one or more Raman-active modes in methanol liquid has been demonstrated by an evolutionary
learning procedure based on genetic algorithm [3]. A narrow-band coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectrum with a
width of less than 15 cm1 has been obtained by tailoring
the probe pulse phase [7], and the nonresonant background
is reduced to a minimum by shaping the excitation pulses
[8]. As well known, there are three major drawbacks for
single-pulse coherently controlled CARS [3,21]. The limited bandwidth can not overlap rather large Raman shift,
the diﬃculty on the phase matching condition results in
low CARS eﬃciency, and the weak CARS signal is diﬃcult
to be detected from rather strong excited femtosecond
pulses and the existence of strong non-resonant background from electronic nonlinear contributions. However,
two-pulse coherently controlled CARS can be used to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks. The pump–Stokes
laser pulses can be tuned to overlap large Raman shift,
and the spatial phase matching condition can be easily
achieved to increase the CARS eﬃciency, and the CARS
signal can be spatially separated from the strong excited
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femtosecond pulses, and the strong non-resonant background from electronic nonlinear contributions can be
reduced. So, the CARS signal-to-background ratio will
be largely improved. In this Letter, we experimentally demonstrate that coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering can be
selectively excited by shaping femtosecond pump laser
pulses. By optimal feedback control based on genetic algorithm, some molecular Raman vibrational modes of benzene can be selectively excited and the other modes can
be suppressed, and second harmonic generation frequency-resolved optical gating (SHG-FROG) traces are
used to characterize the original and optimal pulse, and
then its mechanisms are discussed and analyzed.
2. Experiment
The experimental setup for adaptive pulse shaping is
schematically shown in Fig. 1. A Ti:sapphire mode-locked
laser (Spectra-Physics Spitﬁre ampliﬁer) is used as the excitation source with the pulse duration of 50 fs, the repetition
rate of 1 KHz, and the center wavelength of 800 nm.
Approximately 0.5 mJ laser pulse is used to pump an optical parametric ampliﬁer (OPA) (Spectra-Physics, OPA800C) to generate the Stokes pulse with the bandwidth of
about 750 cm1. The other part sends into the programmable 4 f pulse shaper, which is composed of a pair of diﬀraction gratings with 1200 lines/mm and a pair of spherical
mirrors with a 150 mm focal length. A one-dimensional
programmable liquid-crystal spatial light modulator array
(SLM-256, CRI), independent control of the phase and
amplitude for each pixels, is placed at the Fourier plane
of the shaper as an updatable ﬁlter for the spectral manipulation of the pump pulses. The frequency diﬀerence of the
pump and Stokes beams is carefully adjusted to the Raman
shift of the benzene solution. The shaped pump pulses and
the Stokes pulses are attenuated into 2–3 lJ and focused by
a lens into the 1 mm benzene sample with a small angle,
and the CARS signal is generated and detected by the spectrometer/CCD. A computer is served for recording the
feedback CARS signal, evaluating the cost function, optimizing the spectral mask and updating the SLM. The
CARS signal from the benzene solution is optimal feedback controlled based on genetic algorithm, and coherently
selective excitation of CARS from the diﬀerent benzene
Raman modes can be successfully achieved. Second harmonic generation frequency-resolved optical gating
(SHG-FROG) technique [22,23] is used to characterize
the original and optimal pump pulses, and the SHGFROG traces provide the necessary frequency and temporal information to reconstruct the spectral amplitude and
phase of the pump pulses.
3. Results and discussion
When the pump and Stokes pulses are overlapped temporally and spatially (here, the pump pulses are also used
as the probe pulses), the CARS signals can be observed
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Fig. 2. CARS signals from the benzene solution excited by the original pulse (A) and the optimal pulses for the selective excitation of the Raman modes at
726 nm (B) and both the Raman modes at 726 nm and 742 nm (C), respectively.

at 726 nm, 733 nm, 742 nm and 754 nm (as shown in
Fig. 2A). According to Ref. [24], the corresponding CARS
assignments are presented in Table 1. As shown in Fig. 2A
and Table 1, the observed peaks at the wavelength of
726 nm, 733 nm, 742 nm and 754 nm can be attributed
to symmetric and anti-symmetric C–H parallel bending
vibration modes, anti-symmetric C–C parallel bending
vibration and symmetric C–C stretching vibration modes,
respectively.
For the optimal feedback control, genetic algorithm is
used to selectively excite CARS from the benzene solution.
Firstly, the initial voltage values are generated randomly
and loaded on the pixels of SLM-256 as the ﬁrst generation, and their impacts on the CARS intensity from the different Raman modes of the benzene molecule are
evaluated, respectively. Secondly, the ﬁtness for the CARS

intensity contrast ratio of the diﬀerent benzene Raman
modes is calculated, and the corresponding cost value is
obtained. Genetic algorithm allows a change in all of the
pixels of the spectral mask and a decision whether the
change is either accepted or rejected according to the calculated cost value. The voltage values of the new spectral
mask for second generation can be attained by genetic
algorithm operation (select, crossover and mutate). Their
impacts on diﬀerent benzene Raman modes are determined
and evaluated. So, the above-mentioned optimization procedure is repetitively performed till the cost value
approaches convergence and the CARS intensity contrast
ratio of the diﬀerent benzene Raman modes approaches
to the optimal maximum. As shown in Fig. 2B,C, the
shaped pulses can be optimized to selectively excite CARS
from the benzene solution at 726 nm and both of 726 nm

Table 1
The corresponding CARS assignments
Peak

Wavelength
(nm)

Assignments

a

726

m17 ðe2g Þ (corresponding to the Raman shift of 1178 cm1): the symmetric C–H parallel bending vibration

b

733

m14 ðe1u Þ (corresponding to the Raman shift of 1030 cm1): the anti-symmetric C–H parallel bending vibration

c

742

d

754

1
mCC
2 ða1g Þ þ m18 ðe2g Þ  m18 ðe2g Þ (corresponding to the Raman shift of 999 cm ), where m18 ðe2g ): the anti-symmetric C–C–C
parallel bending vibration
1
mCC
2 ða1g Þ (corresponding to the Raman shift of 991.6 cm ): the symmetric C–C stretching vibration
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Fig. 3. Second harmonic generation frequency resolved gating (SHG-FROG) traces for the original (a) and optimal pump pulses for the CARS at 726 nm
(b), and both of 726 nm and 742 nm (c), respectively.

and 742 nm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2B, the CARS
at 726 nm is selectively excited and enhanced by optimizing
the shaped pump pulses, and the CARS signals at 733 nm,
742 nm and 754 nm are almost suppressed. As shown in
Fig. 2C, the CARS signals at 733 nm and 754 nm are eﬃciently suppressed by the optimal pump pulses, and the
CARS signals at 726 nm and 742 nm are selectively excited,
and thus their intensity decreases observably.
In order to explore the experimental mechanisms, second harmonic generation frequency resolved optical gating
(SHG-FROG) technique is used to characterize the original and optimal pump laser pulses. As shown in Fig. 3,
the SHG-FROG traces indicate that the optimal pump
pulses are strongly modulated. For further analyzing the
optimal laser pulses, their phase and amplitude are calculated from the SHG-FROG traces. As shown in Fig. 4,
their phase and amplitude are deeply modulated, and the
modulated pulse trains can selectively excite desired coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering with the suppression of
the undesired Raman scattering.
In the CARS process, CARS signal depends on the population transfer from the ground states to the excited states
[25], which is inﬂuenced by the amplitude and phase of the
femtosecond pulses participating in and the delay between

the pump and Stokes beams. For the femtosecond pulses,
both the pump and Stokes laser pulses have broad bandwidth, and therefore can overlap several vibrational modes
at 991.6 cm1, 999 cm1, 1030 cm1 and 1178 cm1 in the
benzene solution. The CARS signals can be generated by
the coupling of the pump and Stokes pulses with the
Raman energy levels, and so the amplitude and phase of
the pump and Stokes pulses and their pulse delay are the
dependent factors. For our experiments, CARS process is
degenerated for xp = xpr, and so the CARS process can
be simpliﬁed into K type three-level quantum system. So,
a multiple K type three-level quantum system, including
of a ground states and four excited states and the virtual
states (as shown in Fig. 5), can be used to interpret the
selective excitation of the CARS signals from the benzene
solution, and so the CARS signals depend on the coherent
Raman population transfer from the ground states to the
excited states.
For the femtosecond pulses, the broad bandwidth can
overlap several Raman vibrational modes of the benzene
molecule and the CARS signals can be excited by the original pump and Stokes pulses. For the adaptive coherent
control, the amplitude and phase of the pump pulses
can be adaptively optimized by manipulating spatial light
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Fig. 4. The amplitude and phase for the original (a,b) and optimal pump pulses for the selective excitation of the CARS at 726 nm (c,d), and both of
726 nm and 742 nm (e,f), respectively.

modulator (SLM) based on genetic algorithm. The optimized pump pulses can be achieved for the selective population transfer in the desired excited states and the coherent
suppression of the population transfer in the undesired
excited states. So, the corresponding desired CARS can
be selectively generated by the optimized pump pulses,
and the corresponding undesired CARS can be coherently
suppressed. Furthermore, coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering (CARS) is a resonant four-wave mixing process,
and so CARS signal can also be aﬀected by the modulated
pump and Stokes pulses through the third or ﬁfth-order

nonlinear polarization. However, their physical processes
are too complicate to be easy to discern here, and the challenging task remains to determine which features in these
complicated pulse shapes are necessary for mode-selective
excitation.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the selective excitation of CARS from
the benzene solution is achieved by shaping femtosecond
laser pulses based on genetic algorithm. The CARS signals
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from the benzene solution at 726 nm and both of 726
and 742 nm can be selectively excited. Second harmonic
generation frequency-resolved optical gating (SHGFROG) traces indicate that the optimal pump pulse is
strongly modulated into the pulse trains and their amplitude and phase are manipulated by spatial light modulator
(SLM). The experimental results show two-pulse coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering has good signal-to-background ratio and high sensitivity, and it has attractive
potential applications in the complicated molecular system,
such as biomolecules and materials.
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